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Opening 
Bracket 

Tag 
Name 

SPACE Attribute 
Attribute 

Value 
Closing 
Bracket 

< p   style ="color: red;" > 

< h1  style ="text-align: center;" > 

< em  style =“background-color: yellow;” > 

Block Level Elements 

Headings 

Paragraphs 

Horizontal Rules 

Inline Elements 

Emphasis  

Strong Emphasis 

Line Break 

With HTML, it is important to know what 

tags can be used within what other tags. For 

instance, inside a paragraph, you might wish to 

bold or italicize something. That’s because a 

paragraph tag is a block element and making 

something emphasized is an inline element. It is 

used within a block element to enhance it in 

some way. Nothing should be just “hanging out” 

on the page; everything should be within some 

block element. 

But, what if you want something fancier? 

Centered? Blue? You use an attribute inside a 

tag! 

We’ll use very few attributes as many have 

been phased out over time. However, one we 

will use quite a bit is the STYLE attribute. This 

allows you to use inline styles to add color and 

adjust alignment. Three common styles are 

listed below—change the color of words, 

change the alignment of text, and change the 

background color of an area (which on text 

looks like a highlighter effect).  

Note the format for using tags with attribute inside. You space once after the tag name, put the attribute followed by an equal 

sign, the value in quotation marks, and then the closing bracket. You do not list the attribute separately; use inside the tag. 

Note that there are six 

heading sizes. All are 

used the same way 

with the letter H and 

the number. Heading 

1 is the larges and 

heading 6 is the 

smallest, and it’s 

actually smaller than 

the text on the page! 

All headings are 

automatically bold 

and are block 

elements, so they 

have a blank line 

above/below. 
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<sup>  </sup>  <sub>   </sub> <abbr>   </abbr> 

Creates a character that is raised 

off the baseline; superscript. 

Creates a character lowered below 

the baseline; subscript. 

Used around an acronym or 

abbreviation to create “pop-up” 

text to describe it when moused 

over. Used with title attribute. 

<blockquote>   

</blockquote> 

<del>   </del> <q>  </q> 

Often used for long quotations, this 

block element is used to indent the 

text from both left and right 

margins. 

Used to denote a strikethrough or 

deletion; appears with a line 

through the characters. 

Often used for short quotes, this 

inline element is used to add 

quotation marks (in some 

browsers) around an excerpt (and 

 

Tag Set #2—All of these tags are used only in the <body> section of the webpage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*All are inline elements, except blockquote, and must be used inside block elements, like 

paragraphs, lists, or headings. 
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TRY IT 

OUT! 

Online HTML Editor: 

http://htmledit.squarefree.com/ 

Firefox displays 

the quotation 

marks; IE does 

not always. 

Don’t want to type all the text? You can open 

it in the practice files—math.txt 
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http://fncahyo.blogspot.com/2011/12/use-html-color-codes-for-web-design.html 

Using Multiple Styles Inline and Hexadecimal Codes 

Often you will want something to have two styles applied to it. For instance, you might want a heading to be both green and 

centered. This is possible by adding the second style, separated inside the quotation marks by a semi-colon: 

<h1 style=“text-align: center; color: green;”>Green Heading</h2> 

 

Here is another example of styling the body of the webpage, which applies to the entire page. In this example, the webpage is 

styled using hexadecimal codes, which are specific color codes used in HTML. You can use color words or color hex codes. There are 

many color codes in various shades and lots of website with exhaustive lists of them. At the bottom of this page are some common 

color names and their corresponding codes. The example code below is the way to style a webpage to have a silver background 

with white words using hex codes. Hex codes should always begin with a pound sign—#. 

<body style=“background-color: #c0c0c0; color: #008000;”>  

 

The hexadecimal color code is basically just a six-digit code using any number from 0 to 9 or any letter 

from A through F (case insensitive).  Sometimes, you’ll see a three-digit code. That’s just a shortened 

version— #06a is short for #0066aa. 

More on Color... 


